WORKING SAFELY WITH CATTLE WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

```
Y F E B K Z B N L K
I L M F G M B E G X
J N K K T E Q E I S
D I J C V V F W F H
L O T U I B D T U G
D K V B R U H E N Z
E F X M E I Q B F K
T H G I L F E X D R
V I S I O N E S J C
L K H N U U D F C T
```

Use the following clues from the information about working safely with cattle to circle the missing words in the word search puzzle above:

- Cattle move when their ____ zone boundary is crossed.
- Moving ____ may startle cattle.
- Do not get ____ a new calf and its mother.
- Promptly report ____ to group leaders, parents, or guardians.
- Always approach cattle within their field of ____.

Note: Word may be written upwards/downwards, laterally, or diagonally in the puzzle and spelled forwards or backwards in all directions.